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want to miss the awesomeness of Vi Keeland. I’ve read several books by this author and I enjoyed every single one of them, but 'Egomaniac' might be her best book to date. I loved the f@ck out of this book! It was definitely my kind of romcom and I hope Mrs. Keeland never stops writing them. “I have moves. I swear.
I’m just all sorts of off tonight because of every 4.5 Stars!!If you haven’t read this author before, then you should definitely rectify that. ASAP!! Because trust me, you don’t want to miss the awesomeness of Vi Keeland. I’ve read several books by this author and I enjoyed every single one of them, but 'Egomaniac' might be
her best book to date. I loved the f@ck out of this book! It was definitely my kind of romcom and I hope Mrs. Keeland never stops writing them. “I have moves. I swear. I’m just all sorts of off tonight because of everything that happened.”(…)“If we’re showing off moves, I’d be happy to demonstrate some of mine, too.”
Drew’s office space had been getting a renovation for the last two weeks while he was out of town on vacation. When one night, when he comes back, he finds in his office a redhead beauty who tells him the office space it’s hers, he’s more than astonished and amused. Since he’s the rightful occupant, then the strange
woman is an intruder, a gorgeous intruder who seems to have some “interesting” Krav Maga skills. Apparently, she’s not really an intruder since someone, a scammer, leased her Drew’s office space for a large amount of money.Emerie feels like crap. Not only she feels like an intruder, but she also was scammed out of
her life savings. She feels stupid and embarrassed, but also desperate since she doesn’t have an office anymore. Drew takes pity on her, so he makes her an offer she can’t refuse - in exchange for answering his phones while his secretary is away for a while, he will let her stay until she finds a new place.As days pass
by, Drew and Emerie realize that they are complete opposites – in every single way. While one is a pessimist, the other is an optimist, while one is angry and bitter, the other is happy and friendly, while one “destroys relationships” (divorce lawyer), the other help people save their marriages (marriage counselor).
Needless to say, they don’t have anything in common…except the strong attraction that gets harder to deny by the day. “I think your body likes me, and your head is fighting it. The two should fight it out like adults—naked in the bedroom with me.” Once again, Vi Keeland managed to perfectly blend all the romantic
elements I love reading about in a romcom. 'Egomaniac' was sweet, sexy, with just a little drama, delightful interactions, witty banter and two main characters I loved from the very beginning. This book held me at the edge of my seat from the beginning until the end. It made me smile, grin and laugh and even swoon a
little and I honestly had a blast reading Drew and Emerie’s journey to happiness.I loved Drew and Emerie – individually and together. They were such endearing, relatable, well portrayed characters. Emerie was kind of naïve, but sweet, thoughtful and patient and such a firecracker at times. I loved her feistiness, but also
her positivity. Overall, she was an adorable, relatable character I really enjoyed reading about. “I might not like to eat at fancy restaurants, but you’ll always be fed, and I’ll eat you until you’re the one screaming obscenities.” I loved Drew! He might be the best hero this author had ever written so far. So, I have to admit
here, he charmed me from the moment he was introduced. I liked the fact that he wasn’t really an a$$hole, his cockiness and I absolutely loved his sarcasm. This man was something else…in a very good way, of course! If at times Drew was angry and bitter, other times he was so, so sweet and thoughtful. Needless to
say, he melted my heart, but I have to say that he also left me hot and bothered with his sexy, dirty mouth. I absolutely loved his dirty mouth!As I said, I loved these two together. I loved how they get to know each other, their meals together and most of all their banter and playful interactions. Their back and forth was
entertaining as hell and I loved their palpable chemistry. I enjoyed the pace of the story, the dual POV, the engaging story line and the ending which was…OMG, so damn sweet and perfect!If you are looking for a sweet, sexy, lighthearted read, with plenty of funny moments, then you MUST read this one! You won’t
regret it! “You're the color in my black and white world.” Find me on: ...more egomaniac vi keeland pdf download romana
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